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Well, that’s summer gone by again and what a good one it has been. We’ve had a good few events in the park with the ever popular Dog Show,
proving to be as successful as previous years. Fun in the Park, Langley was a busy one and although I only attended briefly, due to an interview on
the same day, I did see loads of children playing on the games and the car park was as full as it could be. We also had two Theatre Productions in
Langley Park this year, something we’ve not had at Langley before, but I am sure they won’t be the last.

PETER PAN & THE LOST BOYS - This was a great family show enjoyed by children and parents
alike. Heartbreak Productions staged this modern adaptation of the classic, an interactive show
allowing audience members to team up with the Lost Boys and stage an over night protest to save
their local skate park and find themselves whisked away to Neverland. It went down a storm with
the children at the event, who even got to dress up as pirates! Both staff from the Country Parks
Team and Friend’s of Langley Park volunteers made the night a great success and the feedback
from the audience was fantastic.

ROMEO & JULIET - Although I didn’t go to see Peter Pan, I did get along for this production put
on by The Lord Chamberlain’s Men. Armed with a blanket, hot drink and a few nibbles to keep
me going through the evening, I settled down into my fold up garden chair to be entertained.
Named after Shakespeare’s original troupe of travelling players, this all male group of
Shakespearean actor-musicians follow the same principles as Shakespeare himself did: clear, bold
and dynamic storytelling. They came to Langley Park on 30th August and put on a fabulous
production of this great Love Story. A play that I know of, as I am sure everyone does, but have
never read or been to see they play before, but I can honestly say that from the outset I was
hooked, right the way through; the acting was superb and the set, the setting and the weather were perfect .
You may or may not have seen the new Bridge spanning across the ditch line adjacent to the car park, but it really does look
smart. The Friends of Langley Park contributed to this and paid for the carvings on the four posts, which were done by local sculture, Gina Martin,
who also carved the posts on the bridge down Verney’s Walk, both in keeping with each other and.

Maureen Stevens, Editor
thanks to Victoria Little (Commercial & Customer Officer, Bucks Country Parks) for her contribution to the Theatre Productions Review

A verse from “The Wood”
By Mary Webb
There are strange, flaming toad-stools, and the berries
Of ash and rose, that shine like scarlet cherries.
The rose-bay willowherb, in her bridal hour,
Blooms, and the larch sets forth her rosy flower.
Kestrels are there, and tawny foxes play
Amid the shadows in the early day.
Low cry the sheep, and leave their shining fleece
On the long vines of purple blackberries.

We would like to welcome Philippa Forster to the Friends of Langley Park and to say thank you
for her support. We hope you take full advantange of your membership.

After a damp start, the weather brightened and remained warm and sunny throughout
the
day.
We had even more doggy entrants this year and although a lot were local dogs, we
also had some from further afield:- Bracknell, Bucklebury, Wembley, Egham,
Dunstable, Leominster, Watford, Twyford, Rickmansworth and Pinner to name a few.

Best in Show - Bumblebee, a Smooth Collie, who had won best puppy.
Reserve Best in Show - Twiggy, a Pug.
Best novelty - Jasper, a Springer Spaniel.
Reserve best novelty - Millie and Logan.
None of this could have happened of course without the assistance of the Country
Park staff, especially Craig and Rebecca who were around all day.
Our Judges this year, Elayne Brown [Tepotis] and Clare Matthews from Battersea, Old
Windsor, did great jobs judging all the entries. We had a good range of different
breeds for the Pedigree classes and some real characters in the Novelty classes.
I would also like to thank all the volunteers who came to help and the Friends of
Langley Park Committee.
There were no major problems, just one or two minor hiccups when setting up and all
in all it was a great day, but it couldn't happen without the assistance of the Country
Park staff. Thank you everyone.
Margaret Ashmore, Dog Show Organiser
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I’ve had enough of this - can we go home now?

Having just arrived at Langley Park Dog Show
on a hot day in July, I was made aware by an
observant member of the public that a group
of four tiny ducklings were making their way
from Temple Gardens, across the play area,
crossing the main path, which was teeming
with people and beautiful dogs. There was no
sign of mother duck and no water anywhere
close. They were in a very exposed situation
and would have made an excellent snack for
a passing crow.

The weather was good and dry for our JULY social. Thanks to
Bob who organised the event and went along to Meadow
View in the morning to sort out three courses for our boules
tournament. With three sets consisting of 3 people per team
there was a play off between the winners of each course until
the afternoon produced an overall winner. The afternoon
finished with tea, biscuits and a chat, all enjoyed in the open
air.
There was nothing particular organised for the social in
AUGUST so the opportunity was grasped for a bell playing
session (good practise for forthcoming events!) Of course
some bell ringers were away on holiday, so Kate manoeuvred
bells around somehow to get them all out, some with 1 bell,
some with 2 and we managed to get into a reasonable
rhythm. Thanks go to Jane for adapting the music for us and
printing it out. We all felt there was a definite improvement
to our playing.
SEPTEMBER 2nd was pleasant weather and good enough to
put all the tables and
chairs outside. John
brought along a quiz
and brain teasers.
Rhys managed to
complete one but
needed the assistance
of Glenys’ hands in
order to achieve this!
Some were difficult
and frustratingly annoying! John also kindly brought along
yummy cream cakes! Sadly though the social was not well
attended: this was sad as it was such a lovely afternoon.
However every cloud has a silver lining (as they say) and the
poor turnout meant we could have two cakes each and even
take some home!! Thanks John, you can come again!!
Merle Fletcher

A rescue operation was launched. A cardboard box obtained. And then the
ducklings scattered into the nearby bank of brambles. Squeaks heard from
everywhere. Several people with or without dogs stopped to look and assist. Three
of the runaways were fairly easily caught with just few bramble scratches to the
rescuers. The fourth duckling proved more difficult. A small gang of children
turned up to assist, braving the brambles. The ducklings already in the box were
used as bait with their squeaks attracting the runaway, who was several times seen
near the edge of the brambles, but as soon as anyone appeared it dived back into
shelter. In spite of all efforts it ended up deeper and deeper in the brambles and
after an hour the hunt was called off as the remaining three ducklings was
beginning to show distress from the heat and general bustle.
The ducklings were then taken to Swan Lifeline in Eton, where they joined the many
other orphans at that time of year. There they were looked after until they could fly
and were then released into the river. A happy ending for the three of them, and I
keep wondering if the flyaway mum might have got reunited with the fourth
duckling once all the dogs had gone home.
Sally Boserup (FOLP and Swan Lifeline Volunteer)
We will be running
Carved
Pumpkin
Competition again this
in conjunction with
Country
Parks
Halloween Trail.
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Face
year,
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This was quite a successful
competition last year with
many people coming to take
part in both Halloween
events, and dressing up for
the night in some amazing
costumes. We would like to
make this a regular event and
try to attract more entries
and a competitiveness.
Look out for our Posters on
the Park noticeboards, which
will be going up very shortly.

LANGLEY PARK EVENTS RUN BY FOLP AND THE COUNTRY PARKS TEAM
We are appealing to our members for assistance with events, either on our
stall or assist with the Country Parks events. We have a small team of
regulars that do a really good job, but we would like to ask for more help.
Often we are in need of car parking stewards, at the Dog Show for instance
and other events, when requested by The Country Parks Team.
If you feel you would be able to help in anyway please let us know via our
email address so that we can add your name to our list of helpers to contact
should we need it be needed.

Our hedgehog, one of the most recognisable of British Mammals from their spines (as many as 7,000
would you believe), are completely harmless to humans and the old wives’ tale that they carry fleas is
only partly true – yes they do have them, but the fleas are host specific and will not transfer to or survive
on other animals such as dogs, cats, or humans. It got its name from its foraging habits – rooting around
under hedges in search of food and often emitting pig-like grunts whilst doing so. They are found almost
everywhere in Britain except some of the Scottish Islands and they are scarce or absent from wetlands,
pine forests, uplands and mountainsides, simply because these areas lack suitable food and nesting
places.
Once abundant throughout most of Britain, hedgehogs are now sadly in decline, in fact 50% of the
population has disappeared over the last 25 years due mainly to loss of habitat and poisoning from
pesticides. Slug pellets for instance contain metaldehyde that will kill hedgehogs (and birds) if eaten or by
eating the slugs and snails that have taken the pellets. If you choose to use slug pellets use products
where manufacturers state ‘wildlife friendly’ and even then be careful as wildlife experts aren’t entirely sure that these are completely safe.
using other methods to deter or ward off slugs like egg shells or copper banding taped around pots for instance.

Try

Hedgehogs are omnivores, they will eat a variety of things edible, although their diet is mainly invetebrates, i.e. crickets, beetles, caterpillars and
earthworms etc, they are known to eat eggs, small lizards, baby birds, small snakes, rodents and fruit and will even eat dead animals and small bird
carcasses. Slugs and snails form less than 5% of their diet and they will only be eaten if the hedgehog is starving and there is nothing else available.
Slugs can give lungworm, a deadly parasitic nematode that live in the lungs, and once the hedgehog becomes infected after eating infected slugs,
there is often little that can be done to save the hedgehog if not found in time, and it will die a slow and agonising death as it struggles to breathe.
Hedgehogs are also know to also root around the base of a bird tables and feeders for seeds and nuts that have been dropped.
Every night the hedgehog can travel several kilometres in search of a meal. If you put food out for them please don’t make it bread and milk - they
cannot digest bread and hedgehogs are lactose intolerant and cows’ milk gives them very bad diarrhoea and if not found in time they will die. You
can’t go wrong with a dish of meaty cat food or crunchy (though not fish flavours) and a bowl of water - they drink lots. They also love live
mealworms, if you get hedgehogs in your garden put some of these out for them in a bowl….and many of our birds love them too. Mealworms are
readily available at many angling shops and on line. If you want to stop cats or foxes getting to any food put out try putting it under an upturned
plastic storage box with a hole cut out of the side for hedgehogs to gain access.
These rather cute creatures face an awful lot of dangers in their lifetime, many are killed by motorists each year, their
natural defence of rolling up in a ball is useless against traffic, whilst other hazards they can encounter are ponds,
bonfires, compost heaps and more often than not they are injured or killed by garden machinery - strimmers and
mowers. Litter not being disposed of properly is a problem too, hedgehogs can become entangled in those plastic rings
that hold cans together, or they become wedged in yoghurt pots or empty tins - they are naturally inquisitive creatures,
but once wedged in such a small space, their spines prevent them from reversing out, so they need humans to cut them
free, infection can set in and cause severe suffering and in many cases wildlife carers are left with little choice but to
have them put to sleep.
If we all did our bit to make our gardens more hedgehog friendly like building your bonfire on the day you are having it,
thus eliminating the risk of it providing a good sleeping place or providing an exit ramp at one end of a pond hedgehogs are pretty good swimmers but if it has nowhere to climb out it will drown. A quick check of long grass and
hedge edges before you strim or mow will prevent injuries, or better still, why not leave a small strip of uncut grass at the edge of your lawn. Not
only could you be rewarded with wild flowers, but it provides a safe haven for a variety of wildlife. If you already have hedgehogsin your garden, you
are truly very lucky to still enjoy the presence of these endangered animals and if encouraged to keep coming back, they will keep unwanted pests at
bay. Hedgehogs can travel great distances but you are unlikely to get one visiting your garden if you have a solid fence all round with no gaps
underneath for them to get through...Try getting together with your neighbours and creating gaps, creating a a little corridor for them to travel safely
away from roads; you may find them coming to visit.
Generally solitary animals, they only really meet up to mate and then the male will circle the female, sometimes for hours, to persuade her to mate.
The female will make a nest in a pile of leaves under a hedge, or a shed or outbuilding or sometimes in a black sack – so keep them out of the way.
After a 35 day pregnancy around 4—6 baby hedgehogs (sometimes more), called ‘urchins’ are born. The male takes no part in rearing them. Born
with their eyes and ears closed, until about 14 days and without teeth, which will start to come through around 21 days, and at 8 weeks they are ready
to become independent. Their spines aren’t spikey at all in the early days of their life making them vulnerable to predators.

They don’t hibernate fully…only on the coldest winter nights. Oon mild winter nights you may find them out searching for food.
Badgers are a natural predator and our little hogs (the nations favourite mammal) actively avoids areas where badgers are present in high numbers,
although when the habitat provides sufficient cover and good foraging opportunities for all, they will co-exist, but where there is no safe refuge and
the prey that the two species compete for is scare, hedgehogs become the prey.
I became a bit of a hedgehog ‘carer’ by chance last year after finding 2 tiny babies where I live, picking them up they both fitted in one hand. With no
adult hedgehog to be seen and the pair of them disorientated and vulnerable, I took them round to my lovely friend Viki, an experienced carer; but
being already inundated with injured hedgehogs herself, I took on the role of looking after them. With
plenty of advice and support I hand-fed them with a puppy milk formula through a syringe kept them warm
indoors in a large cardboard box. This year I took in 5 small ones, and although not in as bad a shape as last
years they were all weighing in the region of 95 to 100gms. When you consider that to survive a winter
they need to be around 600gms, it is pretty small. Thankfully, they were all in good healthy and minus any
injuries, so they went straight into an outdoor hutch. I am pleased to say that all have been released and I
can honestly say that caring for these hedgehogs and seeing them go back in the wild, healthy and able to
fend for themselves gives me a feeling of great satisfaction. Those of you who saw Tom Way, Wildlife
Photographer, give a talk at the social afternoon a few months back, will be pleased to know that he has
been round photographing them.
Maureen Stevens, Newsletter Editor

